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Outline
•  What are Triggers and why do we monitor them?

•  When do we monitor them?

•  The ATLAS Offline Trigger Monitoring system

•  Why this system needs to change

•  The new ATLAS Offline Trigger Monitoring system, including Menu-aware Monitoring

•  How Menu-aware Monitoring works:

•  Monitoring configuration patches

•  Relating patches to the Trigger Menu

•  Using Menu-aware Monitoring

•  Summary
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•  Needed to reduce data rates to 
manageable levels

•  Triggers are designed to accept 
potentially interesting events (for 
example, events containing high 
momentum muons) and reject 
background

ATLAS Trigger System
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High Level Trigger (HLT): 
Fast algorithms in regions of 
interest or offline-like ones 
with full event info on PC 
farm



Quick interlude: some terminology
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Quick interlude: some terminology
•  Trigger chain: a series of trigger algorithms that run in sequence

•  An event must pass at least one full trigger chain selection in order to be stored for analysis
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Quick interlude: some terminology
•  Trigger chain: a series of trigger algorithms that run in sequence

•  An event must pass at least one full trigger chain selection in order to be stored for analysis

•  Trigger Menu: a suite of online selection algorithms
•  A typical Trigger Menu contains several hundreds of trigger chains to meet a large variety of physics goals 

at the LHC
•  Menus are designed for specific data-taking purpose and LHC beam conditions, e.g. Physics menu, Heavy 

Ion menu, Cosmics/Standby menu, etc. 
•  A menu also includes many other aspects than just the chains
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Quick interlude: some terminology
•  Trigger chain: a series of trigger algorithms that run in sequence

•  An event must pass at least one full trigger chain selection in order to be stored for analysis

•  Trigger Menu: a suite of online selection algorithms
•  A typical Trigger Menu contains several hundreds of trigger chains to meet a large variety of physics goals 

at the LHC
•  Menus are designed for specific data-taking purpose and LHC beam conditions, e.g. Physics menu, Heavy 

Ion menu, Cosmics/Standby menu, etc. 
•  A menu also includes many other aspects than just the chains

•  Super Master Key (SMK): An identifier for a unique online trigger configuration, specifying a particular Trigger 
Menu plus other configurations
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High Level Trigger (HLT): 
Fast algorithms in regions of 
interest or offline-like ones 
with full event info on PC 
farm

•  Needed to reduce data rates to 
manageable levels

•  Triggers are designed to accept 
potentially interesting events (for 
example, events containing high 
momentum muons) and reject 
background

•  The Trigger Menu defines which 
trigger chains are available
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High Level Trigger (HLT): 
Fast algorithms in regions of 
interest or offline-like ones 
with full event info on PC 
farm

•  Needed to reduce data rates to 
manageable levels

•  Triggers are designed to accept 
potentially interesting events (for 
example, events containing high 
momentum muons) and reject 
background

•  The Trigger Menu defines which 
trigger chains are available

•  We perform Trigger Monitoring 
to check the consistency of 
trigger information, check data 
quality, and to spot any issues 
early
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High Level Trigger (HLT): 
Fast algorithms in regions of 
interest or offline-like ones 
with full event info on PC 
farm

•  Needed to reduce data rates to 
manageable levels

•  Triggers are designed to accept 
potentially interesting events (for 
example, events containing high 
momentum muons) and reject 
background

•  The Trigger Menu defines which 
trigger chains are available

•  We perform Trigger Monitoring 
to check the consistency of 
trigger information, check data 
quality, and to spot any issues 
early

•  Trigger Monitoring occurs online 
(during data taking) and offline 
(during reconstruction) 



Offline Event Reconstruction
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Offline Event Reconstruction
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•  Offline Trigger Monitoring:
•  Occurs during event reconstruction 
•  Lives in the ATLAS offline software 

release
•  Hard coded configurations 

including which trigger chains to 
monitor

•  Outputs histograms 
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•  Offline Trigger Monitoring:
•  Occurs during event reconstruction 
•  Lives in the ATLAS offline software 

release
•  Hard coded configurations 

including which trigger chains to 
monitor

•  Outputs histograms 


•  Data Quality (DQ) Web Display:
•  Performs checks on histograms (for 

example, comparisons to reference 
histograms) 



ATLAS Offline Trigger Monitoring
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•  The Trigger Menu used online changes depending on various factors including the type of collisions (proton-
proton or heavy ion), luminosity, and the desires of physics analysers

The Problem
20
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•  The Trigger Menu used online changes depending on various factors including the type of collisions (proton-
proton or heavy ion), luminosity, and the desires of physics analysers

•  Offline trigger monitoring relies on the composition of the trigger chains in the Trigger Menu

The Problem
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•  The Trigger Menu used online changes depending on various factors including the type of collisions (proton-
proton or heavy ion), luminosity, and the desires of physics analysers

•  Offline trigger monitoring relies on the composition of the trigger chains in the Trigger Menu
•  The ATLAS offline software release cycle may not be in sync with the online release cycle, so offline 

monitoring configurations may not be correct if the Trigger Menu changes online
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•  Offline trigger monitoring relies on the composition of the trigger chains in the Trigger Menu
•  The ATLAS offline software release cycle may not be in sync with the online release cycle, so offline 

monitoring configurations may not be correct if the Trigger Menu changes online
•  Offline monitoring updates require a new offline software release – this takes time
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•  The Trigger Menu used online changes depending on various factors including the type of collisions (proton-
proton or heavy ion), luminosity, and the desires of physics analysers

•  Offline trigger monitoring relies on the composition of the trigger chains in the Trigger Menu
•  The ATLAS offline software release cycle may not be in sync with the online release cycle, so offline 

monitoring configurations may not be correct if the Trigger Menu changes online
•  Offline monitoring updates require a new offline software release – this takes time
•  When there is a delay in updating offline monitoring configurations, irrelevant monitoring 

histograms are made resulting in difficulty checking data quality
•  Delays are mainly a problem during commissioning phases

The Problem
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•  Offline Trigger Monitoring:
•  Occurs during event reconstruction 
•  Lives in the ATLAS offline software 

release
•  Python configuration files 

including the trigger chains to 
be monitored and other 
parameters

•  Outputs histograms 
•  Menu-aware Monitoring:

•  Updates TrigMonitoring 
configuration files on-the-fly

•  Data Quality (DQ) Web Display:
•  Performs checks on histograms (for 

example, comparisons to reference 
histograms) 
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Monitoring configuration patches
•  D,absd
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Configuration patches

•  Each signature has its own Python configuration code that 
defines which trigger chains should be monitored, along with 
other parameters  

•  If the Trigger Menu changes, this list of chains may need to be 
updated, along with other parameters

•  MaM achieves this by allowing temporary patches to be 
applied to the Python configurations
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•  Each signature has its own Python configuration code that 
defines which trigger chains should be monitored, along with 
other parameters  

•  If the Trigger Menu changes, this list of chains may need to be 
updated, along with other parameters

•  MaM achieves this by allowing temporary patches to be 
applied to the Python configurations

•  A bundle of patches that should be used with a particular 
offline software release is identified by a Monitoring 
Configuration Key (MCK)
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Configuration patches
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•  Each signature has its own Python configuration code that 
defines which trigger chains should be monitored, along with 
other parameters  

•  If the Trigger Menu changes, this list of chains may need to be 
updated, along with other parameters

•  MaM achieves this by allowing temporary patches to be 
applied to the Python configurations

•  A bundle of patches that should be used with a particular 
offline software release is identified by a Monitoring 
Configuration Key (MCK)

•  Patches are produced by making local changes to the Offline 
Trigger Monitoring configuration files

•  MaM’s Python functions are used to extract and compare 
these local changes to the default configurations, and store 
the differences
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Relating patches to the Trigger Menu
•  MaM’s configuration patches (and their MCK identifiers) are 

stored in the ATLAS Trigger database
•  Also stored in the same database is the complete online 

Trigger configuration, including the Trigger Menu
•  A ‘Super Master Key’ (SMK) identifies a particular online 

Trigger configuration for a particular data-taking run

31
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Relating patches to the Trigger Menu
•  MaM’s configuration patches (and their MCK identifiers) are 

stored in the ATLAS Trigger database
•  Also stored in the same database is the complete online 

Trigger configuration, including the Trigger Menu
•  A ‘Super Master Key’ (SMK) identifies a particular online 

Trigger configuration for a particular data-taking run
•  By linking an MCK to an SMK, a link between the 

offline monitoring configurations and Trigger Menu 
used online can be made
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Relating patches to the Trigger Menu
•  MaM’s configuration patches (and their MCK identifiers) are 

stored in the ATLAS Trigger database
•  Also stored in the same database is the complete online 

Trigger configuration, including the Trigger Menu
•  A ‘Super Master Key’ (SMK) identifies a particular online 

Trigger configuration for a particular data-taking run
•  By linking an MCK to an SMK, a link between the 

offline monitoring configurations and Trigger Menu 
used online can be made

•  MaM users can create SMK-MCK links in the database
•  SMK-MCK links can be updated if the offline software 

release is changed, meaning that offline monitoring 
configurations can be kept in sync with the online 
Trigger Menu
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Relating patches to the Trigger Menu
•  MaM’s configuration patches (and their MCK identifiers) are 

stored in the ATLAS Trigger database
•  Also stored in the same database is the complete online 

Trigger configuration, including the Trigger Menu
•  A ‘Super Master Key’ (SMK) identifies a particular online 

Trigger configuration for a particular data-taking run
•  By linking an MCK to an SMK, a link between the 

offline monitoring configurations and Trigger Menu 
used online can be made

•  MaM users can create SMK-MCK links in the database
•  SMK-MCK links can be updated if the offline software 

release is changed, meaning that offline monitoring 
configurations can be kept in sync with the online 
Trigger Menu

•  The use of the database means that offline monitoring 
configurations can be updated without needing to wait for a 
new offline software release
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Use of MaM during Monitoring
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SMK

•  At the start of a data-taking run, 
the ‘Super Master Key’ (SMK) 
associated with the run is read 
from the Trigger database by 
MaM

ATLAS 
run


SMK: Super Master Key, identifies a particular online Trigger configuration, including the Trigger Menu
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checking for a user-created link 
in the Trigger database

SMK: Super Master Key, identifies a particular online Trigger configuration, including the Trigger Menu
MCK: Monitoring Configuration Key, identifies bundle of configuration patches
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MCK

SMK

•  At the start of a data-taking run, 
the ‘Super Master Key’ (SMK) 
associated with the run is read 
from the Trigger database by 
MaM

•  MaM then retrieves the relevant 
MCK linked to that SMK, by 
checking for a user-created link 
in the Trigger database

•  The MCK is stored in the ATLAS 
Conditions Database (‘COOL’), 
where details about each run 
are stored

COOL

SMK: Super Master Key, identifies a particular online Trigger configuration, including the Trigger Menu
MCK: Monitoring Configuration Key, identifies bundle of configuration patches

ATLAS 
run



Use of MaM during Monitoring
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•  Later, when Reconstruction 
occurs, MaM looks in the 
ATLAS Conditions Database 
(‘COOL’) to find the MCK that 
should be applied

COOLMCK


MCK: Monitoring Configuration Key, identifies bundle of configuration patches



TrigMonitoring

Configuration patches

Use of MaM during Monitoring
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•  Later, when Reconstruction 
occurs, MaM looks in the 
ATLAS Conditions Database 
(‘COOL’) to find the MCK that 
should be applied

•  The offline software release that 
the MCK is designed for is 
found and compared to the 
release being used

•  If the releases match, the 
configuration patches specified 
by the MCK are applied on top 
of the default monitoring 
configurations

COOLMCK


MCK: Monitoring Configuration Key, identifies bundle of configuration patches



TrigMonitoring

Configuration patches

Use of MaM during Monitoring
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•  Later, when Reconstruction 
occurs, MaM looks in the 
ATLAS Conditions Database 
(‘COOL’) to find the MCK that 
should be applied

•  The offline software release that 
the MCK is designed for is 
found and compared to the 
release being used

•  If the releases match, the 
configuration patches specified 
by the MCK are applied on top 
of the default monitoring 
configurations

•  Offline monitoring runs with 
patched configurations and 
produces the histograms 
needed to monitor data quality

COOLMCK


MCK: Monitoring Configuration Key, identifies bundle of configuration patches



In conclusion
•  MaM is an easy to use and flexible system for patching ATLAS Trigger Monitoring configurations
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•  With MaM, it will be possible to update ATLAS Trigger Monitoring configurations in ~2 minutes, 
as opposed to the ~2 weeks it takes without MaM
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In conclusion
•  MaM is an easy to use and flexible system for patching ATLAS Trigger Monitoring configurations

•  With MaM, it will be possible to update ATLAS Trigger Monitoring configurations in ~2 minutes, 
as opposed to the ~2 weeks it takes without MaM

•  Ensuring that Trigger Monitoring configurations are always relevant for the data taking 
environment means that data quality can be more monitored more accurately, and therefore 
data quality improved more easily
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In conclusion
•  MaM is an easy to use and flexible system for patching ATLAS Trigger Monitoring configurations

•  With MaM, it will be possible to update ATLAS Trigger Monitoring configurations in ~2 minutes, 
as opposed to the ~2 weeks it takes without MaM

•  Ensuring that Trigger Monitoring configurations are always relevant for the data taking 
environment means that data quality can be more monitored more accurately, and therefore 
data quality improved more easily

Thanks for listening!
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